For decades, secure software development methodologies have focused mainly on keeping attackers out---by eliminating software vulnerabilities or by detecting and mitigating their exploitation. But aggressively keeping detected attackers out has an unfortunate side-effect: it denies defenders critical threat intelligence that is only observable from longer, more substantive adversarial interactions. Software cyberdeceptions, such as honeypotting, are an important avenue for gathering this prized threat data, but are often designed and deployed unscientifically, and with services that attract and deceive only weak threats whose TTPs are less valuable to defenders than those of skillful adversaries.

In this talk, I will argue that a more rigorous science of software cyberdeception has the potential to offer many powerful advantages for cyberdefense, and might even be considered an "easy win" relative to traditional strategies that are unscalable or provably hard by comparison. However, it requires a deeply interdisciplinary approach that forces us to rethink how we approach certain aspects of software engineering, testing and evaluation, economics of security, human-computer interaction, software virtualization, and risk management.
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TRENT JAEGER

The Science of Attack Surfaces and Its Applications

Microsoft identified the principle of an attack surface as the number of "attack opportunities" that a program or system makes available to adversaries. Often adversaries take advantage of undefended opportunities to launch exploits, so understanding attack surfaces could be valuable in preventing vulnerabilities proactively. In this talk, I will discuss various research endeavors that the we and other researchers have explored in computing, representing, and reasoning about attack surfaces to identify where and how to augment defenses. Examples include the methods to use attack surface to compare relative security, identify vulnerabilities in file system access, compute exploits within programs, etc. Also, we will compare attack surfaces to alternative representations, such as attack graphs. We will discuss methods for computing attack surfaces in systems and for programs and challenges in applying the attack surface metric more broadly for developing intrusion detection techniques.
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Accountability in Computing

Accountability is used often in describing computer-security mechanisms that complement preventive security, but it lacks a precise, agreed-upon definition. Here, we argue for the need for accountability in computing in a variety of settings, categorize some of the many ways in which this term is used, and propose a punishment-focused view of "accountability." We formalize our view in a utility-theoretic way and then use this to reason about accountability in computing systems. We also survey mechanisms providing various senses of accountability as well as other approaches to reasoning about accountability-related properties.

This is joint work with Joan Feigenbaum and Aaron Jaggard.
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